"Y" fittings are available in two types - the one piece "Y" (for new installations) and the split "Y" (for existing installations). Install "Y" fittings only when called out on the working drawing.

**Installation Examples**

Additional 12½' R segments may be required here on new construction.

**Method 1**

6" min. straight

When req'd cap per UGS-112

"Y" fitting (DB type conduit)

All notes on Method 1 typical for Method 2

"Y" fittings stacked

**Method 2**

METHOD: Use Method 1 or 2 as specified on working drawings.

NEW INSTALLATIONS: When installing one piece "Y" fittings, mandrell all conduits and install approved pull ropes in conduit from (1) to (2).

EXISTING INSTALLATIONS: When installing split "Y" fittings, carefully remove existing conduit (see note) from (3) to (5). Tie approved pull rope to cables at (6) and extend to (3). Place split "Y" around cables and tape together. Cement couplings to existing conduit and install split "Y" fitting. Encase in concrete for watertight seal.

NOTE: Contact Public Utilities Department Construction Inspector prior to working on or near conduits that contain energized cables. Phone 787-7421.

Approved Manufacturers: Carlon Products Corp.
R. W. Johnson, Inc.
Vimar, Inc.